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Potions are frequently prepared by heating or blending compounded ingredients in kettles or
cauldrons using lustral water, Once mastered, potioning can be handcrafted at home for personal
uses, but this is often messy, difficult, and time consuming; therefore, many potions are master
crafted and are thus sold in stores or available in pharmacies such as Authorized Apothecary.
Certain ingredients such as metals, minerals, and gemstones charge potions, and for this reason,
many potions are concocted on proper correspondence days, seasons, and at particular times
under the sun, moon, or stars, which also charges potions, infusing them with the four basic
elements such as earth, air, fire, and water. To direct the flow of this potent charge of energy, a
variety of objects might be added to the potions, including herbs, insects, and animal parts. The
potions are often finalized with incantations or chants of various intentions.

A common alchemical practice by both Sorcerers and Sanguinati witches, potions are
consumable spells, medicines, or poisons that fall into four basic categories, having varying
magical powers: brews, elixirs, philters, and potions, used primarily for bewitchments, healings,
hexes, invisibility, invulnerability, love spells, transformations, and vitality.
Brews fall into various subcategories such as beers, cordials, drafts, herbal teas, and tonics.
Elixirs and tinctures effect healing of many diseases, illnesses, and wounds. They can also offer a
boost in vitality or give extraordinary strength. Elixirs and tinctures are typically liquids that are
taken orally, so they generally taste pleasant. Tinctures are usually quicker, more potent, but less
tasty.
Philters are love potions primarily but are also used as fertility boosters.
Potions tend to have powers that are more obviously magical, such as sleeping potions, which
can produce a common night’s sleep or effect an enduring deathlike trance.
The fifth category of potion is ointments and other odd treatments, which are meant to use
topically.
Ointments & Other Odd Treatments often fall into the category of magic potions. While most
potions are spells in liquid form meant for drinking or mixing with food, potions in the ointments
category are meant to use topically, such as creams, lotions, oils, powders, soaps, and washes.
In alphabetical order: (A to F) (M to R) (S to Z) (Bottom) (Top)
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(A to F)

BATH OF BRIMSTONE
Brimstone rhymes with: Slim bone.
Use: For treatment against unda gnat infestation, scabies, ringworm, dermatitis, psoriasis, and
acne. Also used as a warming treatment for the chills as well as an antibacterial treatment.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: None.
Users: Valor McRaven mistakenly used this, hoping to make his blood redder and his skin less
pale.
Ranking: This is a third-level potion.

Correspondences: Recommended alchemical operations with mercury according to the
Correspondences of Ancient Traditions. Precipitated and colloidal sulfur.
Limitations: Besides being a fire hazard, Bath of Brimstone evokes the pungent stench of rotten
eggs and an active volcano. The most common side effects are skin peeling, dryness, stinging,
and itching. Can bleach fabric.

BLINDING POTION
Use: Blinding potion to make a quick escape.
Classification: Sorcery potion.
Incantation: None.
Users: Stabbah Scarveda.
Ranking: Mid-level Sorcery.
Correspondences: Potion must be prepared during a new moon on Saturday.
• Place hexing mantis spit and baldmoney root into an unpurified iron cauldron.
• Pour swamp water over the ingredients and bring brew to a hissing steam.
• Add one vial of freshly hatched roundworms and five unique petals of purple to the mixture
and stir widdershins thirteen times.
• Kill the flame and leave brew to congeal for approximately three night’s sleep.
Limitations: The results are temporary and have to be splashed onto the intended target.

ELIXIR OF PURGARE
Pronunciation: [pooh-GAH-ra].
Rhymes with: Tomorrow.
Use: To purge spirits and dark moods from inmates. Expurgare: (meaning to act as a purgative.)
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: None, but there is usually some recitation from the Controssua during the brewing
procedure and application of the elixir.
Users: Head Magister Tilta Crumpecker.

Ranking: Magister Level.
Correspondences: Spurge is the main botanical ingredient.
Limitations: The results are speculative and tend to anger people it is given to.

FRECKLE REMOVAL POTION
Use: For balancing uneven skin tones, and to fade dark spots and freckles. There are several
freckle removing potions on the market.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: None for most brands.
Users: Twila Diamone won a Medal of Excellence for brewing the best freckle removal potion
two years in a row. The Diamone family put her formula on the market and Twila chose the
name Diamone’s Dotless Diva Droplets.
Ranking: Level one.
Correspondences: Each brand of potion has different ingredients and processes.
Limitations: Results vary and side effects sometimes range from dryness to scabbing.

(M to R)
MOOD MELLOW POTION
Use: These vials of potions help with anxiety and depression.
Classification: This brand of mood enhancer potion is trademarked, patented, and sold in store.
Incantation: “Theoretically dry hereafter.” This incantation is spoken by the manufacturer of the
potion while brewing it. No incantation is required by the users of this potion.
Users: Lithium McRaven.
Ranking: Mood enhancers are magister-level potions.

Correspondences: Brew on a Saturday during a sun hour.
• Pour lustral water into a large iron cauldron while a violin plays.
• Ease seven peewits' plumes, seven black onyx stones, and pampered comfrey into the cauldron.
Slowly increase the flame to bring cauldron to its first ripple then stop violin music.
• Bring cauldron to a simmer, then add a ladle scoop of sunflower seeds to the mixture and stir in
a cross motion for seven minutes.
• Remove from heat and laugh into cauldron until all steam dissipates.
• Steam distill the potion seven times before filling vials.
Limitations: Sold in gray boxes. It is costly and addictive.
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NOTION POTION
Use: Notion Potions are popular beverages that come in a variety of colors and flavors, each with
its own name. Each flavor enhances the mood or sensation attributed to its name.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: Each flavor requires a different incantation.
Users: Notion Potions are a patented product by a company called Notion Potion Bottlers Inc.
The Potions are mostly sold by vendors on the streets, mostly on Crumrod Crawl.
Ranking: Notion Potions are trade secreted and patented formulas.
Correspondences: Each flavor of Notion Potion requires a different set of ingredients,
correspondences, and incantation.
Limitations: Some witches become addicted to the beverages, and their experiences with the
drinks become more intense.

PLAGUE OF PERSUASION POTION
Pronunciation: [PLAYguh of pərˈswāZHən].
Use: A topical potion that, along with a chant, inflicts every known disease on a person if they do
anything to rebel against Mystic Ministry.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.

Incantation: The Plague of Persuasion chant/spell is required to activate the potion.
Users: Vespercestors, qualified Ministry, and dwarves who work for Tilta Crumpecker.
Ranking: Restricted magister level.
Correspondences: This potion is stored inside a besprinkling wand.
Limitations: The spell is supposedly irreversible and requires a spell chant. Once the potion hits
the skin, it vaporizes into purple smoke.

RESURRECTION POTION
Use: When an advanced witch correctly creates the Resurrection Potion, it can bring the dead
back to life. It is mostly used on pets and Familiars these days.
Classification: Sanguinati potion. This spell has been banned and unbanned countless times by
the Vespercestors. Currently, the ban is lifted but any Sanguinati witch attempting to use this
spell must submit to a High Court trial and obtain the proper permits.
Incantation: “As I drink this potion, hear my bid, o sleeping corpse. Obey my motion; rise from
your grave and exit Death’s door—live, for you are now restored!”
Users: Necromancers, Noctivatians, and Master-level Sanguinati witches.
Ranking: Magister Level.
Limitations: Resurrection Potion is perhaps one of the most powerful, rarest, and hardest potions
to produce; nevertheless, resurrection spells are usually only successful in conjuring the intended
dead person’s spirit, which can have good or bad results, depending on how the spirit feels about
being drawn from his or her body. Even if a witch manages to resurrect a dead person, that
person may not be quite the same in any manner.

RUDY TOOKIE’S FULL-BLOODED RUBESCENTS
Use: A robust potion that warms the blood and body after a freeze spell, frostbite, or to alleviate
the chills.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: This incantation is spoken by the manufacturer of the potion while brewing it. No
incantation is required by the users of this potion.
Users: Witchdoctor Minty Craneswaddle. Valor McRaven tried this potion hoping to make his
blood redder.
Ranking: Mid-level.

Correspondences: Brew on Tuesdays when the planet Mars is visible.
• Pour lustral water and yellow bile into a large iron cauldron. Bring this to a boil over flames
and smoking frankincense.
• Toss twelve red peppers and two fire opals in the mixture and stir clockwise for half an hour.
• Heat mixture again with dragon’s breath and add four molten-lava stones.
• Let the mixture cool for two-plus days before bottling.
Limitations: Rudy Tookie’s Full-Blooded Rubescents: Makes you sweat.
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(S to Z)
SEDATION BUBBLES
Use: Sedation Bubbles: A pink potion used mostly in maximum security at Grossatete
Sanatorium. It sends a shower of pink bubbles into the air and sedates the inmates, keeping them
from rioting.
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: “Bubbles, bubbles, serene and calm, send showers of sedation from dusk till dawn.”
This incantation is spoken by the manufacturer of the potion while brewing it. No incantation is
required by the users of this potion.
Users: This potion is used by Mystic Ministry, mostly in maximum security at Grossatete
Sanatorium.
Ranking: Mid-level.
Correspondences: Begin potion on a Friday in the hour of Venus.
• Pour seawater, gathered from low tide, into a cauldron. Bring this to a boil over low flames.
• Add seven marsh mellows (gathered from a marsh during the calm before a storm) in the
mixture and gently stir clockwise for twenty minutes.
• Speak the chant through a straw into the mixture; this will add the bubbles needed for later.

• Let mixture cool on a Lazy Susan; slowly rotate under a full moon for four hours before
bottling.
Limitations: Some people develop mild to moderate respiratory allergies after repeated exposure
to the bubbles. The bubbles can leave slight pink staining on light-colored fabrics.

SHINE POTION
Use: Shine Potion is used to polish boots,
Classification: Sanguinati potion.
Incantation: None.
Users: This potion is used by Mystic Steeples’ support staff and Grossatete Sanatorium. It is also
sold in stores to the public. Valor McRaven and Doomsy Gloomsy used this potion to polish the
Ancients’ boots.
Ranking: Beginner-level potion.
Correspondences: This potion is made by processing ingredients in the high noon sun.
• In a polished kettle, bring to a boil of lustral waters and a pound of driven snow, one mirror that
has never reflected darkness, seven diamonds rings from virgin fingers, and one jar of baby
fireflies. To avoid the risk of contamination, do not stir this mixture with anything but a wand
spell.
• Process mixture in the noon sun until mixture congeals.
Limitations: It smells until it dries.

TOUDI WOOZY BREW
Pronunciation: [TWO-dee WOO-zee Brew]
Use: Cauldrons are filled with Toudi Woozy Brew before each Spurgmulin tournament. This
potion can hypnotize anyone who gets too close to the fumes. Naturally, the schlemeasel also
wants to avoid falling into the boiling cauldrons.
Classification: Sanguinati potion created by the Ancient Toudi Minear Annaud.

Incantation: “This Toudi Woozy that I am brewing, make it fumy and make it soupy; for all who
draw too near, let it make them loopy.”
This incantation is spoken by the manufacturer of the potion while brewing it. No incantation is
required by the users of this potion.

Users: Mystic Ministry uses this for the cauldrons during Spurgmulin Tournaments. Mystic
Army uses the potion to cause enemies at war to pass out.
Ranking: Beginner-level.
Correspondences:
• Gather eight-plus bushels of whipping podgrass and poppies at 4:00 a.m., preferably during a
whirlwind.
• Add whipping podgrass and poppies, a crow's foot, and a jar of fog to a cauldron of magnetized
water. Stir with a pendulum, and leave covered with an iron lid when it starts to produce fumes.
To avoid passing out from the fumes, a fresh air spell must be cast or a mask must be worn while
bottling.
Limitations: The fumes travel for two-plus yards from the opened bottle or cauldron. Caution
must be taken when using this potion alone, it is best to have a person as a backup, somebody
who remains at a distance.

WORMWOOD PHILTERS
Use: The fertility potion the Ancient, Virtuous XXX, named his coven after.
Classification: Sanguinati philter.
Incantation: None.
Users: Mostly Sanguinati witches hoping to have multiple children, especially a Seventh Son of
a Seventh Son, use this purple potion.
Ranking: Upper-level.
Correspondences: Start this potion on Saturday at seven a.m. during Ostara for best results.
Gather seven statues of Sanguinati Ancients, especially a statue of Virtuous XXX, and place
them around the cauldron with purple candles lit on their heads.
• Into a purified cauldron of lustral water, add seven purple grapes, seven amethyst stones, seven
cups of wormwood, seven cup of weeping wishtearia blooms, and seven teaspoons of bull ashes.

• With a slippery elm wand, cast a wind spell to stir cauldron contents for seven minutes.
Limitations: People who drink this have been known to become a little strange with time.
Siblings born from parents who drank Wormwood Philters tend to be dramatically different from
each other, as are the Crowley brothers.
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Ointments & Other Odd Treatments
In alphabetical order: A to Z
Aromatherapy: The therapeutic practice of using scented plant oils and materials to improve
psychological and physical health.
Bath of Brimstone: Sanguinati potion for treatment against unda gnat infestation, scabies,
ringworm, dermatitis, psoriasis, and acne. Also used as a warming treatment for the chills as well
as an antibacterial treatment.
Beulah Chaffbottom’s Butt-Rash Powder: Enchanted powder designed to treat rashes.
Lustral waters: Ceremonial water that has been purified and ready to use in potions and to purify
certain magic implements.
Sicky-poo Salve: Enchanted pink salve that boosts sick patients’ spirits.
Sizzling Blister Cripple Balm: Pale green goop for skin blisters and sunburn. The incantation
“Gelpooh pousy cupore” is required to activate the balm.
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